Here are just a few of the wonderful classes that will be available to our members in Spring 2016...

**ART:** “Drawing Basics: Learning to See!” This course “sold out” in just two days in our Fall term but Joey Powell will return for Spring term to offer all those who want to learn to draw an opportunity to master the basics in a relaxed, enjoyable environment. Grab your HB pencil and join the fun!

**LITERATURE:** Libby Davies will once again offer a book club group for our members. The focus for Spring will be on Harper Lee’s *To Kill a Mockingbird* and the intriguing mysteries surrounding her life and her latest novel, *Go Set a Watchman*.

**BIRDING:** As the robins return this Spring, Dr. Blaine Ferrell will also be returning to lead SLL members in perfecting their bird watching skills and exploring interesting birding sites in our area.

**SCIENCE/ASTRONOMY:** Dr. Gelderman continues his series at the Hardin Planetarium with an exploration of galaxies, black holes, the “big bang” and the fate of the universe!

**CURRENT AFFAIRS/SCIENCE:** *The Revenge of Geography* will be our reading assignment as Dr. David Keeling leads us in an exploration of global conflicts currently shaping the world.

**FILM:** Explore “Variations on a Theme: Love and Friendship, the International Way” through six international films and discussions led by Dr. Karin Egloff.

**FOLKLORE:** Take a walk through the flower gardens of history with returning lecturer Lisa Miller to see how our ancestors used flowers to heal, hurt, bewitch, and becalm.
SHAKESPEARE... IN PRISON: We will study up on Twelfth Night and then join Matt Wallace, the Producing Artistic Director for Kentucky Shakespeare, for a production of Twelfth Night in a prison just outside Louisville in May. (Will require an overnight stay in Louisville)

EXPLORE: Enjoy learning about the many things WKU brings to our community (besides the students!). Each week will be a new experience as we ride one of the new WKU Shuttles to a different location for a “behind the scenes tour” led by WKU’s Registrar Emerita Freida Eggleton.

STUDY AWAY! The WKU SLL is working with the WKU Study Away Program to plan a June 10-14 trip to New York City to hear the WKU Chorale and the Southern Kentucky Choral Society perform Mozart’s The Requiem in New York’s legendary Carnegie Hall. Save the date!

HISTORY: “The Civil War: The Big Picture and Kentucky’s Role” is “under construction” but we hope to offer a wonderful new course for our Spring term featuring a variety of local history experts who will lead us in exploring the War Between the States, the role those from our state played, and an “off campus” trip around Bowling Green to visit and explore area Civil War sites.

POETRY: Dr. Lloyd Davies will share techniques for interpretation and memorization as we read and study the sonnets of Shakespeare, Donne, Keats, Wordsworth and others in our very first Society for Lifelong Learning poetry class: The Art of Poetry - Interpretation and Memory.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT! The WKU Society for Lifelong Learning will also offer several special lunch-time programs throughout the spring term. These programs are open for all members and, of course, all their friends and neighbors!

For information on membership or to receive our full spring catalog, contact us online at wku.edu/sll or by calling (270) 745-1912.